
Dear Reeky,

I'm still a little unfocused about this - but let's try to describe a reasonably free form discussion of

"Where, why and how the Arts intersect with business."

As ; said last night I have a view that the two are inextricably intertwined, i was once told that if you

want to know more about art you should talk to a banker-they have the money to- afford it. If you want

to kr-ow about money you should talk to an artist-they are v.--;ry ir^ere-rted in it!

Topic 1

Wt-'^'e all seen how artists are often the first wave of residents who move into oui-of-fashion,

dii?pidated neighborhoods where rents are cheap and space is generous. Their presence makes these

run-down neighborhoods start to be "hip." Then come the cafes, the little storefront galleries and soon

a restaurant or two. Then come the real estate developers, the young professional; and the

gentrification of the area. Some of the artists who pioneered the old neighborhood-go on to acclaim and

success and some of their early works-now much prized by collectors-are often in the hands of the

business owners who first followed them into these neighborhoods and supported them (showing their

works, trading food and services with them, etc.) - and the newer, not yet established, artists of the

next wave look for the next abandoned neighborhood.

Topic! / '

There is a widely held assumption that "the arts" are not appreciated by - understood by - or supported

by-the great mass of the population. The arts are for the elite. Lacking this mass market, the business

community sees no particular advantage to becoming involved with the arts-unless they are in the

business of luxury goods and the like. My own experience is contrary to this. I never had a single

academic exposure to the arts. I never even took the survey course in art history as an undergraduate.

But! thought I saw a great opportunity when I approached the BBC in London just over 30 years ago and

bought the North American rights to Antiques Roadshow. It took 15 years more to get it on the air- no

one in a position of authority at any TV network gave it a chance - it was a "niche" market who would

be interested in watching - at best. Now we know better - about II million people a week are watching

— in its 16th Season on the air.



COLLECTOR S E R V I C E S
Catalogue. Appraise. Conserve.
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